CONCENTRATION IN GOLD MILLS.
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is collected by it, and, therefore, the more heterogeneous the particles caught. In a small box the material collected consists more nearly of truly equal-falling particles.
Figs. 117 and 118 x show slime spitzkasten made of wood as used on the Rand. In spitzkasten the sides are at an angle of at least 50° to the horizontal, to insure the uninterrupted descent of the slimes. The pulp is delivered evenly across the end of the box. Surface currents are prevented and the incoming pulp thoroughly mixed with the mass ol: the water in the box by the baffle plate (Fig. 1*8), which extends across the box near the inflow end. The discharge is made by cutting the other end of the box from 2 to 3 inches lower than the sides ; this overflow is made perfectly level so that the water flows out in an even sheet. The discharge pipe for the pulp is at the bottom of the box. A contracted orifice is liable to be choked up, and
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.Fig. 110.-—Spit'/.Iutto with Anceiuiing Current.
a smaller diameter than 11 to 2 inches is to be deprecated. A large orifice, however, delivers too much pulp.
These boxes have the advantage over the ordinary settling-pits used to retain tailings and to catch pulp for pan-amalgamation, that they do not require to be dug out, while the settling, owing to the elimination of surface currents, is more perfect.
S/Mteferfte.—Equal-falling particles, in any box, whatever its size may bo, are carried away through the aperture in the apex by muddy water containing material of all sizes down to the finest slime, and it was to eliminate this material that the ascending current was introduced. Thin is a current
Schmitt, Rand Metalluryiad Practice, vol. ii., j>, 11)4.

